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This paper outlines the Ordnance Survey digital portfolio, its development over the next few years and 
the benefits for the cartographer. 

INTRODUCTION 
I have spent most of my career as a surveyor but 

Ordnance Survey products have become so diverse and 
flexible I am pleased to have become a marketeer with the 
concept for identifying and meeting customer needs profit
ably - at the end of my career but at the start of a new era 
of technology. 

The paper covers the following products:-

• Land-Line 

• Address-Point 

• OSCAR.db 

• Bmmdary Line 

• Ed-Line 

• Strate gi (1 :250 000 scale) 

• Bao;;edata.GB (1:625 000 scale) 

• Gazetteers 

• Digital Height Data: 
Landfonn Panorama (1:50 000 scale) 
Landfonn (1:10 000 scale) 

• 1:50 000 scale colour raster 

• 1:10 000 scale mono raster 
A digital map is the representation of conventional map 

detail (lines, point and text) in a fmn suitable for manipu
lation in a computer, and can be presented in two structures 
- raster and vector. Raster is scanned data, ha'i no intelli
gence, ha'> photocopying characteristics and a large storage 
requirement. Vector data is made up of points, lines,sym
bols and text, each of which has a coordinated position and 
feature code. These 'hook-;' can hold other infonnation 
such a<; feature orientation, customer infonnation, height 
etc, allowing for customisation and superb graphic output 

There are now 195,000 Large Scale Vector maps 
available out of the quarter million coVering the mainland 
Britain. The Large Scale databao;;e for Wales was completed 
in July 1993 - one of the first Countries in the World with a 
Large Scale State of the Realm database! This digital Large 
Scale dataset has the generic name Land-Line. 

LAND-LINE 
Initial coverage is a.o; point and line data and known as 

Land-Line 88. This spec contains 32 feature codes and 6 
text codes. The maps are to traditional National Grid sheet 
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lines and are not edge matched; but your software can 
manipulate these features to customise your mapping and 
add your own infonnation. This dataset will be complete 
for mainland Britain by March 1995. 

Land-Line 88 digital maps are now being converted to 
the improved spec of Land-Line 93 data where links meet 
and intersect at unique coordinated poinl'i and where edges 
are matched to fonn seamless mapping. This data contains 
all the Land-Line 88 feature codes including road centre 
lines and will be the standard product 

As an added value package for those who need it, 
Landscape codes will be provided and known as Land-Line 
93 Plus. This data will provide Landscape codes for area 
features with bounding lines and points for cartographically 
positioned trees. The area seeds can be used to flood an 
area with the appropriate symbol using your CAD GIS 
software. 

The rolling programme for Land-Line 93 and 93 Plus 
data will be complete by the end of 1995. 

are: 
Briefly stated, the benefits of Land-Line Vector data 

• Customised mapping 

• Spatial referencing and recording of customer in
fmnation 

• Analysis of infonnation in a Geographical Infor
mation System 

• Vector data can be changed easily, updated and 
added to, so that Ordnance Survey can keep your 
map databao;es up to date as never before 

ADDRESS POINT 
Alongside Land-Line data, OS are developing a dataset 

giving every residential and business property a National 
Grid reference. The 25 million addresses will be available 
from a rolling programme starting now and will be com
pleted by the end of 1995. The attributed infonnation will 
include an unique pennanent reference code which will 
never be reused - even if the building is demolished and the 
site redeveloped. It is a strategic dataset with a huge num
ber of applications for monitoring, billing, analysing and 
combining with other datasets for vehicle navigation etc. 

RASTER DATA 
As well as the Large Scale Land-Line Vector data, 

there is National cover of raster data at 10,000 and 50,000 
scales. These datasets are supplied a.'i tiles and edge 
matched for main features. The raster has no attributed 
infonnation but works very successfully with vector over
lays either of other OS data<;ets viz OSCAR, Boundary Line 
or your own generated vector data. A 50,000 gazetteer is 
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available now and can be used as an index to access the 
raster map. There is space to add your own local version 
of the name or the Welsh where an English version is used. 

Raster can also be draped over OS height infonnation 
to produce 3D views of the ground, and then you can 
overlay other vector dataseto;. Indeed the raster map can be 
an air photo or satellite imagery. There is no end to the 
COOlbinations or applications including colour slicing for 
land use analysis. 

BOUNDARY-LINE 
Two datasets that can stand alone or can overlay other 

raster/vector datasets are Boundaty-Line and OSCAR. 
Boundary -Line is a structured vector polygon dataset of all 
Admin Boundaries from Civil Parishes, or Communities in 
Wales, to Euro Constituencies. It is a maintained dataset 
and allows you to cut up information attributed to Land
Line and Address Point seeds into its constituent admin 
areao;. This facilitates analysis of demographic and statis
tical infonnation for thematic mapping presentation. 

OSCAR 
OSCAR is a link and node structured dataset of all road 

centre lines. Each link has attributed infonnation that can 
be added to by the user and, as structured data, is ideal for 
monitoring highway infonnation, contract letting, car navi
gation loo)' Stems etc. OSCAR is being recao;te to be available 
as a full dataset, known ao; OSCAR.DB, with subsets of a 
more simplistic geometry. 

Besides the Land-Line data there are two other link 
and node structured data'>ets at 250,000 and 625,000 scales, 
with generic names Strategi and Basedata.GB. Strategi is 
being repackaged so that the text is cartographically posi
tioned, and comes in six layers. Basedata.GB has tive 
datao;ets. As structured vector data with attributed link 
infonnation, both allow for analysis and customisation, and 
are supplied as tiles or National datasets. 

DATA· THE NEXT STEPS 
The OS will have a complete clean vector large scale 

data<; et of mainland Britain by the end of 1995 - one large 
seamless map for the State of the Realm. It will be possible 
to keep this data more up to date than ever before, and we 
are working to develop methods to produce our smaller 
scale digital maps directly from this data. Research and 
Development are working to overcOOle the generalisation 
problems. They are looking to use polygon structured data, 
where a whole new jargon or real world objects and primi
tive object-; is developing! Here infonnation is attributed 
to the polygon and an area is identifled as a seed. It i-; the 
ultimate prize to be able to deliver to the custOOler maps and 
datao;ets for all our product range at the same high level of 
up to dateness as the maintained Large Scale databa-;e. 

As well as the standard portfolio, we are able to otfer 
customised digital products - adding value and non-spec 
features, participating in the development of other data
bao;es viz Rights of Way, County atlases on CD-ROM etc. 

Methods of Data Transfer Medium, both cOOlmunica
tion and physical, will keep pace with technology. 
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Ultimately, customers may have direct access to the 
Southampton databank, as well as across the counter sales 
through our Agents. 

You have developing hardware and software that 
allows quick and excellent presentation of this data. The 
map can be customised allowing you to switch on and off 
individual feature codes, to enlarge and reduce scale, to 
rotate, change colours, enhance line widths and generally 
create a map to meet your own skill and vision. Indeed, the 
visual display of quantitative infonnation is a whole new 
art for the cartographer, and Envisioning Infonnation are 
the new buzz words of the nineties! 

LATE DASH TO PUT FARMS ON THE MAP 

Farmers need detailed plans to meet Brussels grant 
deadline. 

Bookshops selling large-scale Ordnance Survey maps 
are under siege from farmers struggling to meet a May 15 
deadline to submit plans of their land to the European 
Commission. 

Failure could result in loss of next year's grants for 
arable land, but some fanners have not received the 80-page 
explanatory booklet and the eight-page form to fill in. 

"I paid £130 for all my maps to cover my 300-acre 
farm, which took me three hours to get photocopied," said 
Mabel Turner, a farmer from Exeter. 

"I have not got time to till these out correctly, so I've 
sought professional help." 

The 39 bookshops which act as Ordnance Survey 
agents have been "incredibly busy", an Ordnance Survey 
Department spokeswoman said. In Exeter, Eland's book
shop has had queues fonning at 7am. Norwich's Trident 
Map Services was not accepting telephone orders and in 
Nottingham, Dillons bookstore installed an extra telephone 
line. 

On Thursday David Naish, president of the National 
Fanners' Union, met Professor David Rhind, president of 
the Ordnance Survey Department, and John Gummer, Ag
riculture Minister, to discuss fanners' concerns. 

Under the European Community's new Integrated Ad
ministration and Control System, more than 240,000 
Engli-;h and Welsh farmers have to list every inch of their 
fields with maps and map references and detaiL-; oflivestock 
to be entitled to part of the £940 million farming grant for 
Britain. 

Calculations have to be accurate to within 2 per cent or 
2 hectares, whichever is smaller. Some fanners have spent 
hundreds of pounds on maps down to 25 inches to a mile. 

Fanners in other EC countries face similar problems, 
but many store infonnation about farms centrally. 

Ramleep Ramesh 
from Guardian 17 Aprill993 
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